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I. Objectives of the Research

Over the three-year period of the proposed research, modeling, analysis, design,

and concept-testing experiments will be carried out at Stanford University to establish

a scientific base and design philosophy for electromagnetic sensor arrays. Both

inductive (eddy-current) and capacitive sensors will be studied. Applications goals are

nondestructive evaluation and robot control. This research will be coordinated with a

closely related effort proposed by SRI International. The specific schedule of tasks is

summarized as follows:

First Year: Field-, interaction-, and system-models will be analyzed for rudimentary

(2-element) sensors. Concepts will be tested experimentally.

Second Year: One-dimensional scanned and staring modeling will be developed and

specific designs generated for scanned arrays.

Third Year : Specific designs will be generated for staring arrays, and modeling of

two-dimensional arrays will be developed.

II. Status of Research Effort

(a) Introduction

Electromagnetic arrays have been used effectively for many years in optimizing the

responses of antenna systems. The basic principles that make arrayed antennas work

and make them easy to control can also be applied to near-field electromagnetic array

sensors. The array factor allows for flexibility in sensor geometry. Firstly, by exciting only

a portion of an array in a sequential fashion one can physically scan and interrogate

a region of a sample without having to move the sample or the probe head itself.

Secondly, the field configurations can be altered by selectively exciting electrodes of an

array. Also, the information received can be selected by combining electrodes to form

different effective receiver geometries. Thirdly, array configurations allow for real-time

analog signal processing. For instance, one can perform pattern matching by choosing the

spatial resolution of the probe to match the spatial resolution of the desired feature.

The electromagnetic basis of the sensor allows for multi-parameter sensing. First,

one can measure distance of the probe from an object by measuring probe electromagnetic

coupling with the sample object. Second, the existence and size of flaws can be determined

..



by measuring changes in voltage versus current characteristics at the probe terminals.

Thirdly, simple surface features such as edges can be located by using differentially

connected probe pairs. Finally, material properties such as dielectric constant and

conductivity can be extracted by measuring changes in capacitances and resistances in

known geometry samples.

Electromagnetic sensor arrays come in two versions: capacitive and inductive.

Capacitive probes are the focus of this paper. Inductive probes are discussed in a

companion paper [1] by researchers at SRI.

(b) Sample Materials

Capacitive probes can be used to investigate the properties and structure of both

metals and dielectrics. For metals only surface features can be extracted. Charges which

accumulate at the surface blind the capacitive probe to interior structures. Dielectrics

fortunately do not have this problem. Both surface and interior features can be examined.

(c) Probe Capabilities

Reference (2) discusses different capacitor array configurations and the capabilities

that one can get from such sensing systems. In this paper we demonstrate four such basic
9

capabilities with slight modification:

Distance Ranging

Edge Detection

Response Optimization (Field Adaptation)

Pattern matching (Filtering)

(d) Basic Probe Element

The basic probe element is shown in Fig. l(a). It is essentially a parallel plate capacitor

that has been opened up such that the two plates lie in the same plane against a common

substrate. The electric field lines rather than being parallel (uniform) are now elliptical

(non-uniform). The probe is operated by applying a voltage to one electrode and measuring

the current to ground from the second electrode (receiver). Interrogated samples are placed

in the lower half space. Changes in measured current reflect changes in the sample-probe

system configuration. A metal sample, which is grounded, when placed close to the the

2
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electrodes will shunt current around the receiver electrode to ground and thus lower the

output signal. Dielectrics on the other hand will enhance the output for they increase

the capacitive coupling between the sensing electrodes, without shunting any significant

current to ground.

For a single port eddy current device we know [3] that the change in impedance is

given by
,AZ= 2- -,+ y- d-/

where 0 is the magnetostatic potential (H = VO) and the integration is performed over

the surface of the mouth of the flaw. The primed notation refers to those quantities that

exist in the presence of the flaw. The unprimed quantities refer to flaw absence. For the

capacitive device described above we have a dual relationship. That is,

A&Y = 1 (4"!z - o"') dzdy (2)

1 is the electrostatic potential (E = -VOb) and the integration is performed over the

surface of the test piece. Solutions for simple geometries can be extracted directly. For

more complex geometries approximations and numerical techniques must be employed.

Figure 1(b) shows a similar configuration to that in Fig. 1(a) except that the source

now consists of two contiguous, elementary electrode fingers excited simultaneously and the

receiver consists of two contiguous, elementary electrode fingers whose currents' outputs

are added together. As shown in the figure this allows for deeper field penetration and

higher sensitivity at a given distance away.

Experiments demonstrating this effect were conducted using these probes with metallic

samples. The electrodes that were used are 40 mils wide and 475 mils long. They are

separated by 50 mils. A full array of electrodes were employed (8 to 9 fingers) even though

only a subset was actively involved in the measurements. The remaining electrodes were

explicitly grounded. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 2. In order that the two

geometries could be compared on a similar basis both outputs were nomalized to a 0 dB

level at the zero vertical distance position. Note that the the curve for the two-finger

scaled probe dominates over that for the 1-finger scaling case. This is an indication that

the fields do penetrate further into the interrogation region when the effective electrode

3



FIELD PENETRATION

SOURCE RECEIVER SOURCE RECEIVER

.474%

\%'

1I-FINGER SCALING

(a)

2-FINGER SCALING

(b)

Figure 1

- Elementary capacitive probes. They are used for distance ranging.
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widths are increased. Also note that for extremely small vertical distances the sensitivity

of the probes to distance (slope) is small. This is due to the fact that at small distances the

metal sample is so close to the source electrodes that it completely shields the receiving

electrode from any interaction.

(e) Complex Electrode Configurations

The configurations of Fig. 1 are sensitive to both vertical distances and horizontal

displacements. Separating the two effects from each other is not readily done with a two-

electrode probe. Thus, there is a need to adopt a probe geometry having a greater number

of source/receiver electrodes. Figure 3 displays electrode configurations that make use of

multiple source/receiver electrodes, with differential electronics to eliminate signals from

*" common mode effects. Changes that affect both sides of the differential pair similarly (such

as changes in vertical distances) are nulled. Only changes that disturb parts of the probe

fields will result in non-zero outputs. Figure 3(a) is the simplest differential configuration.

It is essentially two elementary probes connected in tandem with opposite polarity.

Experimental results for a grounded metal, slotted sample are shown in Fig. 4. The

slots are 0.75 inches wide and 10 mils and 5 mils deep, respectively. The sample is scanned

- in a direction perpendicular to the sample slots. The probe is oriented such that the
scan direction is perpendicular to electrode fingers. The peaks and valleys in the signal

correspond to the edge components of the slots. A point to note is that the response to the

deeper slot is larger than the response to the shallower slot. Thus, the probe is sensitive to

slot depths. Also note that the response for a given depth slot is not symmetric for each

edge (i.e. the size of the peak does not equal the size of the valley). This is due to the

fact that the differential electronics is not balanced to zero. This purposeful asymmetry

in gain paths allows us to measure output signal polarity from the signal amplitude alone.

Figure 5 displays results for a dielectric sample. The sample used is Delrin ((,. =3.7).

The three slots are 0.625 inches wide and 20 mils, 10 mils, and 5 mils deep, respectively.

Note, that in the dielectric case a peak (valley) in the output signal occurs where a valley

(peak) would occur with a metal sample. Also, one should note that the probe's sensitivity

to each of the dielectric slots is the same (each peak and valley is of approximately the

same size). We infer from this that the probe's sensitivity reaches saturation at a point

6
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SOURCE SOURCE S+ +
DIFFERENTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 'MULTIPLE

1-FINGER SCALING 2-FINGER SCALING DIFFERENTIAL
I -FINGER SCALING

(a) (b) (FILTER)
(c)

Figure 3

Three complex electrode probe configurations. They are used to extract lateral surface

features.
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EDGE DETECTION

:, < -2-

a 1 2 3 4 5 6 8

HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT (cm)

Figure 4

Horizontal scan of a slotted Al sample with a 1-finger scaled differential probe. The slot

depths are 10 mils and 5 miles, respectively. The sample is explicitly grounded.
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HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT (cm)

Figure 5

Horizontal scan of a slotted Deirin sample with a 1-finger scaled differential probe. The

slot depths are 20 mnils, 10 mils, and 5 mils, respectively.
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under 5 mils deep. Further investigation is needed here.

Figure 3(b) displays a configuration similar to Fig. 3(a) save for the fact that 2-finger

scaling is employed. One should expect better sensitivity but lower horizontal resolution

than in the 1-finger scaling case. The lower horizontal resolution is due to the fact that an

edge disturbance starts to cause a mismatch as it starts passing over the receiver electrodes,

and reaches maximum mismatch when the edge is centered on the source electrode. Since

2-finger scaling probes are physically larger, then the peaks and valleys in the signals will

4' be wider. Experimental results are displayed in Fig. 6.

The third differential probe consists of two single differential probes connected in

tandem with the opposite polarity (see Fig. 3(c)). The purpose of this probe configuration

is to look at two features (edges) simultaneously that are separated in space (filtering).

When the spatial separation of the sample edges matches the spatial separation of the

source electrodes then the output signal will be the sum of two edge signals overlapping

giving a large peak or valley. At any other slot width the output signal tends to separate

into two smaller individual signals. The degree of separation is dependent not only on

the slot width itself but also on the width of the impulse response of the probe. Figure

7 displays experimental results for this probe scanned over three slots of widths of 0.180

inches (matched) 0.125 inches, and 0.500 inches, respectively in explicitly grounded metal

sample.

To apply capacitive probes to quantitative nondestructive evaluation and intelligent

robot sensing, it is necessary to quantitatively interpret the probe signals. This requires the

development of probe interaction modeling based on Eq. (2). In investigating the behavior

of long arrays, one can first approximate the probe as though it is of infinite extent. For

an infinite array the analytical solution for the electric fields in the interrogating half-space

without any samples present is given by [4]. The solutions are in the form of summations of

Legendre polynomials. We are investigating the area of using perturbation methodologies

to extract the field expressions that occur when sample objects are present with and

without surface features such as edges and slots. This is an area of future work, and will

be extended using finite difference calculations for the various probe geometries discussed

above.

10
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6- RESPONSE OPTIMIZATION

V

..0
M -

-3-

-6 -

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT (cm)

Figure 6

Horizontal scan of a slotted Al sample with a 2-finger scaled differential probe. The slot

depths are 10 mils and 5 mils, respectively. The sample is explicitly grounded.

11
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2 COMPLEX PATTERN (FILTERING)

w+

0

a.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT (cm)

4 FigureT

Horizontal scan of a slotted Al sample with a spatial filter probe. The slots are 20 mils

deep and are 0.180 inch (matched), 0.125 inch, and 0.500 inch wide, respectively. The

sample is explicitly grounded.
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(f) Conclusion

Four basic capabilities of capacitive arrays have been demonstrated. Also it has been

demonstrated that capacitive arrays can be effective for both metals and dilectrics.

Future plans involve developing more analytical modeling capacity in order to

produce better probes and to eliminate the need for recalibration for new sample

geometries. Considerations for future probes include extending array geometries into 2-D

and incorporating microelectronic preamplification in close proximity to the measuring

electrodes.
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A NOVEL MULTIFUNCTION ROBOT SENSOR

B. A. Auld A. J. Bahr

Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory SRI International
Stanford University Menlo Park, CA 94025
Stanford, CA 94305

ABSTRACT Electromagnetic sensors are often criticized
because it is felt that:

This paper describes a novel five-coil eddy current
probe with the capability of simultaneous multi- (1) They are incapacitated by ambient electrical

.unction sensing, suitable for automated manufac- noise,
turing and sensing. The probe consists of a single
drive coil with two pairs of smaller pickup coils. (2) They are uncalibrated for proximity measure-
:Auitiple sensing functions are realized by reading ment, unless the material properties of the
the pickup coils in different combinations of object are known, and
operation, and experimental results are given for
position and angle sensing of shallow steps on a (3) They have inadequate spatial resolution.
netal surface.

However, by using and extending existing NDE

technology these presumed difficulties can be over-
come. The solutions are as follows:

INTRODUCTION (1) Problems of electrical interference can be

r~iis paper describes the design and testing of a handled by suitably choosing the excitation fre-

new type of electromagnetic sensor capable of queucy of the probe and using electrical filtering.
Since the probe structures are physically small they

p roviding the following robot sensing functions: can be operated at very high frequencies, while
( px tstill functioning in a nonradiating (or quasistatic)
S(1) proximity, mode. Inductive sensors of special types have been

(2) esuccessfully operated at frequencies above 1000 MHz,
(2) edge position and orientation, where interference from factory machinery noise is

(3) tactile, completely negligible.

(2) It is true the proximity signal generated
(4) material diagnosis, by an electromagnetic sensor does depend on the

material properties of the object. However, the
(3) flaw location and sizing, sensor signal contains both amplitude and phase

tor automated manufacturing and inspection. Induc- information, and from this data it is possible to

ive probes have been used for some time in robo- extract both the material properties and the prox-

tics for proximity sensing and for weld seam track- imity distance. This is a technique commonly used

ing. However, little use has been made of the in NDE.

sophisticated design concepts, developed for quan- (3) The interrogating field of the sensor,
Litive nondestructive evaluation (NDE) in recentitv nbecause it is quasistatic, extends only to a dis-
,ears. Application of this existing technology tance comparable to its dimensions. The spatial
to robot sensing constitutes the goal of this work, resolution can be further enhanced by suitably con-
wnich aims to develop ; new generation of EM
,ensors. This technology [ias not yet been applied figuring the sensor geometry. In this situation the

o r s sensor functions analogously to an optical spatialto robotics, even though electromagnetic sensors filter, although it is a nonradiating device oper-

_both inductive and capacitive) are often preferred ating at a much lower frequency. Application of
over full-scale vision because of their speed in signal processing techniques from radar and sonar

providing specific information without elaborate technology can also be used to enhance sensor per-
iignal processing. Inductive sensors also offer formance.
idvantages over vision and photoelectric-fiber
sensors in opaque environments (such as in machine As robot sensors, inductive (or eddy current)
tool sensing under i ,et of cooling fluid) and over sensors can be used individually or in one- and
icoustic sensors in outer space applications, two-dimensional arrays. They offer fast electronic
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scanning without mechanical motion, selective It is illustrated in the figure by picturing the
analog detection or desired object features, and pickup coils as the two halves of a center-tapped
even (when modified as described below) both tac- transformer secondary. The difference signal from
tile and proximity sensing in the same device. ' the two pickup coils is read at the terminals dd

in the figure. If the workpiece is again imagined
GENERAL THEORY OF INDUCTIVE SENSORS to be placed near the transformer coils the magnetic

coupling between the primary and secondary windings
Figure I illustrates symbolically two if the most is changed. When the workpiece is unflawed, changes
frequently used types of eddy current probes for in the proximity distance between the probe and the
nondestructive evaluation. Part (a) shows an workpiece produce equal changes in coupling between
absolute sensor, consisting of a single coil the primary coil and each part of the secondary.
scanned over a workpiece. The measured signal is At the difference terminals dd in the figure these
the magnitude, and phase of the change in coil changes cancel out. The probe is therefore insensi-
impedance 'Z , produced when the probe passes tive to changes in proximity distance. However,
over the flaw. Both the amplitude and phase changes in transformer coupling due to the presence
parts ot the signal contain significant informa- of a flaw, which is localized in space, produce
tion, used in characterizing and sizing the flaw. different changes in coupling to the two halves of
This process is now well-understood and an exten- the secondary, depending on the position of the flaw
sive literature is available.'

-  
In Fig. 1(a) relative to the pickup coils. As the flaw passes

the rLaw detection process can be pictured by imag- first under one pickup coil and then under the other,
ining a flawed workpiece placed in the fringing a flaw signal with high spatial resolution and
magnetic field around the coil. If the workpiece sensitivity is generated. It will be seen below
is scanned under the coil, while keeping its prox- that this type of sensor can also be used to detect
imit. distance constant, the resistance and react- the proximity signal, by reading the output at the
ance of the coil changes as the flawed part of the sum terminals shown in the figure. In the reflec-

workpiece passes under it. It is this change in tion-type probe, the measured signals depend on
impedance signal (-Z) that is used in locating changes in the transfer impedances (.Z21d and
and sizing the flaw. Changes in the proximity

distance between the workpiece and the coil also 21s ) of the circuit in Fig. 1(b).
have the effect of changing the coil impedance.
Since the workpiece has a much larger volume than A general formulation of %Z theory has been
the tlaw, changes in the proximity distance pro- developed for the two types of probes illustrated
duce a much larger LZ than does the flaw itself, in Fig. 1. In the absolute probe
This is a serious inconvenience in NDE, but it is
srnat makes an inductive probe such a sensitive 1
proximity sensor for robotics. IZ = 2 (E' H - E x H') " dXdY (1)

1where, as shown in references I and 3, the integralIIIis over the surface of the workpiece when the flaw
Uis a surface-breaking crack. The unprimed fields
iunder the integral are those produced by the probe

at the workpiece surface in the absence of the flaw

Id 6  and the primed fields are those in the presence or.
the flaw. They are defined as the fields generated

d by applying a current I at the input terminals of
IT the probe, and a is the exterior unit normal to

the workpiece surface. For the reflection-tvpe
probe of Fig. 1(b), the corresponding Z tormula

S f - E dXdY 2)

I I -

(a) (b)
where, again, the unprimed fields are lor the un-

flawed workpiece and the primed fields are for the
flawed workpiece. The subscripts on the field,

Fig. I. :',wo common types ot inductive indicate that they are excited by current : at
sensors. (a) Absolute, terminals I and 2 in Fig. 1(b). Terminals I and 2
0h) Reflection. in the figure are defined as those exciting coils I

and 2, respectively. For calculating Z,ld '
In NDE a number of methods have been developed for current I is applied at the difference output
suppressing the unwanted proximity signal. Figure terminal, while 1Z21 s  is obtained by applying 1

1(b) ;hows a special sensor .eometry developed to the sum terminals. Calculations using Eqs. I
for this purpose. This sensor, called a reflection and 2 can be repeated for various positions of the
probe, consists of a single Jrive coil I and two probe relative to the flaw, giving a profile of the
pickup cotlli 2,2, wnich are read differentially, flaw signal obtained by scanning the probe past

'I -~*4 .'. .5
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the flaw. for proximity sensing become

THEORETICAL BASIS FOR PROXIMI TY SENSING Z f dXdY (3)

The 'Z formulas given above can also be used to
calculate the proximity signal of an eddy current
probe. In this case the unprimed zields in and

Eqs. I and 2 are defined as the fields produced at f dY

the workpiece surface when the probe is at a f Z H H, dXdY (4)
particular distance from the surface. The primed I-
fields are those produced at the surface when the

probe is at a greater distance. In this calcula- where !Z is the change in surface impedance be-
tion the integral is performed over a surface
corresponding to the top of the workpiece in its tween the initial and final positions of the work-

inprimed position, and the probe is always main- piece surface.

tained in a fixed position relative to this surface.
Then the workpiece is moved to its primed position, PROTOTYPE ULTIFUCTION SENSOR
-urther away from the probe, its surface lies
below the original unprimed surface. This rela- At the left of Fig. 3 is shown a more realistic

tionsnip is illustrated at the left side of Fig. 2, schematic of the reflection type sensor introduced

where the dashed line represents the unprimed in Fig. l(b). This geometry gives high sensitivity

position ot tne surface. The probe is maintained for flaw detection. At the same time it cancels out

at a tixed position above this surface in evalua- changes in transmission from terminal 1 to terminal

Ling both the unprimed fields at the original un- 2 due to changes in the proximity spacing between

primed position of the workpiece surface, and the the probe and the workpiece. If, on the other hand,

:rimed :ields it the primed position of the work- the pickup coils are connected to give a sum output,

piece surtace shown below the dashed line in the the output is very sensitive to the proximity spac-
:igure). ing. Both difference and sum signals can be read at

the same time using the output connections of
Fig. l(b). The difference output can then be used

- - - --- to identify and locate workpiece features such as

edges, while the sum signal gives a measure of prox-
imity. If a compliant dielectric layer is placed

SZS ZS between the coils and the object, as shown in the
figure, the sum signal will also give a measure of
tactile pressure after contact is made with the
object. Such tactile effects are actually observed
in nondestructive evaluation probes, despite efforts

S- -to avoid them by rigid probe construction.

DIFFERENCE SUM MODE
MODE /'/ m J, nc

' z= Z/s Edge Sensing 0 * -F/V C' Senswnq

Fic. 2. rest ample for edge sensing " 0 .
experiments.

A detailed inalvsis of the eddy current proximity
,tect, called the littoff effect in nondestruct-

.Ve testing, is given in references 8, 9 and 10. Fig. 3. Difference and sum mode readouts

0:n the general treatment, spatial Fourier trans- from a reflection sensor.

Srms ire taken ot the probe fields and the 'Z

ntegrals are rewritten in Fourier transform Figure 2 shows an aluminum workpiece with i shallow

,pace, ising the electromagnetic -urface impedance step, having a depth of a few thousandths ot an

it the dorkpiece surface for each Fourier inch milled into the upper ;urf.ce. This was used
to experimentally zest the ibility ,f the reflection

.'mponent. :- i; round that for probe dimensions type sensor at the left of Fig. 3 to detect the
much larcer toan the electromagnetic skindepth in position and orientation of edves, ind to compare
,he worktiece material, a typical ;ituation with measured sensor signals with theoretical predictions.

tt ;til,' 2onducting workpieces at frequencies above Ten the stepped plate is placed under the reflec-
1ew hundred kdz. Z ie essentially constant tion sensor the coupling between the drive coil and
,ver most ot the ipatial Fourier spectrum. In the pickup coils is determined bv the position and

this :ase .i constant surtace impedance approxima- the angular orientation of the edge )r the step

tion -.an ;e introduced into the ;patial domain relative to the sensor. This effect can he analyzed

Lntegrais *or the proximity , and Eqs. I and 2 by using Eq. 14) md integrating iver the lefthand
side of Fiv. 2, where

% N%
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IZ s  - Zs - zs excitation at terminals 2. This reduces Eq. (4) to

tne step is calculated as if it were simply a lift- 12 010) V
off effect over part of the workpiece surface.
:his clearly neglects the effect of eddy current Hl" H,(X,Y,XoYo) dXdY (5)
perturbation near the edge ot the step, but com- 0
parison with experiment shows that the perturbation
is not important in this case. When the edge is where AZ , the difference between the primed and
oriented parallel to the horizontal axis in Fig. 2,
the changes in coupling for the two pickup coils are unprimed surface impedances, is zero on the right-
the same. and the signal cancels at the difference hand side of Fig. 2. (It should be noted that the

port. )rientation of the edge parallel to the magnetic fields in Eq. (5) contain only components

vertical axis, however, gives different couplings parallel to the surface of the test object.) The

the pickup coils, and a net edge signal variables and Y define the position of the

'appears at the output port. This signal is maximum center of the probe in a coordinate system in the
wnen the edge is midway between the two pickup coils, plane of the surface. A final comment should be
-ie Probe is therefore sensitive to both position made about the form of Eq. (5). It is seen to have
anu orientation of the edge. the form of a convolution integral, in which the

scalar product of the coil fields Hl and 2o is
FM .[or a vertical edge, the sensor has maximum sensiti- saa rdc fteci ilsH n ,i

the kernel. Figure 5 shows the form of this kernel,
ege position and minumum sensitivity to with X0Y 0 = 0 , for the actual sensor used in the

Vedze orientation, and conversely for a horizontal 0
edge. From nese observations it follows that an experiments (Fig. 6).

V'--eaL iensor for simultaneously detecting both the
position and the orientation of an edge has the form
inown in the left of Fig. 3, but with an extra set
r pic up coils aligned vertically. For a horizon-

tal edve the horizontal pair of pickup coils detects

iievariations ind the vertical pair of pickup
,<,~ls detects position variations. Such a sensor is M;--

illustrated in Fig. 4, where coils 2 are for angle
ensing and coils 2 are for position sensing. With

,,tis type ot sensor, search for an edge is performed

:v scanning over tne plate until a signal appearing- -
It output I or 2- indicates the presence of an edge.
.he robot ianu then rotates the sensor to null theha t ,output _' and moves along the axis of coils"

_o iaximize the signal at output 2'. At this
,'oint te land ind sensor is centered above the
t, i~e, witni -he axis or coils 2 aligned along the Fig. 5. Convolution kernel for edge sensing
0,14e. :racking the edge then proceeds by moving with a reflection type inductive
-Lenwise along the coil 2 axis, recorrecting the sensor. A line through the positive
ingular )r~entacon ot the hand after each advance and negative peaks corresponds to a'
nen :ne edge being tracked is curved, horizontal line through the pickup

coils in Fig. 3.

.0 67

'V2'

-VS

4 ive-cyill ensor :or position and
in e ,ensing ,t in edge Coils 2' SENSE COIL
ire :or position sensing; -oils Z094-- w,dD E \

'.'." ',or ingle qensnng."/,.%.~094 -.-d.el_ /

.",r ,ne . n,,rv allow edge used in our experiments
., n !.. ) s small ind ., and

e repiaced 0', I,. rhis latter iuautit, i., the Fig. c. (ross section ot1 i ve-coil

e i J 'r clu.eI it 'e instepped -;irt ice v rurrent ,ction -, or.

'#%
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MEASUREIMENT SYSTEM 0.5-

We have built an automated system for acquiring the -
amplitude and phase of a sensor's output voltage EDGE 0 6, 22.5 18-,80

°

as the sensor is scanned in a plane (X and Y) 0 RENTAT 0N 0C: 45-
A.'.V under computer control (Fig. 7). The sensor array - - b..-

kor workpiece) can be stepped along in raster ./
fashion in minimum increments of 0.002" (or multi- 0.3- THEORY

pies thereof). A Nortech NDT-18 eddyscope is used 0 EXPERIMENT 67.5/as source and receiver, and the digitized data are
stored on magnetic tape for off-line processing. 0.2I ' 0-
The NDT-18 eddyscope is an analog instrument con- I

taining a synthesized source that can be tuned from /I
50 Hz to 5 MHz and can be used with both absolute
.nd reflection sensors. Software has been developed 0.1
.or displaying the data in several ways, including
perspective plots and contour plots. I 0-

O' I AEPIECTI7R o 90 180 270 360EDDASCOPE P OII

- . E SE 9 deq)- O IES{$

" Fig. 8. Comparison of theory and experiment
for edge angle sensing with the

sensor of Fig. b.
i S= *I  ;~v-CANEL $P-IDOV, CONFUTER _ uOVOA D15

. C L OIRT Although the experimental measurements were taken

'1)06 1 only at discrete angle values ;as were the calcula-
, .....VP T .IIr * A1 "TI 1A oE .Is& tions), the results are shown, to avoid clutter in

oVA CV O ,S *, z ,AAP-CS the figure, as a smooth curve fitting the data
A SR TS A R , TAPE A TIM,

' points. Theory and experiment were matched at one
point because the measurement instrument was not

Vig. 7. Data acquisition system, calibrated for direct impedance measurement. A
second experiment was made of the sensor output as a
function of sensor position relative to the edge, -or

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS various angle orientations of the coil pair axis

relative to the edge. In this experiment the tive-
,he !ire-coil air-core sensor described above, was c oil sensor was used to make a series of five Der-
JesiLgned at Stantord 'and fabricated at SRI Inter-
eationa tnFordhis prototype tet t cois were pendicular scans across a 0.004" step in an aluminum
n li o t h splate. The orientation of the sensor differed in-Lade j.n a icaled-up form to minimize construction
.jifficulties. The layout is shown in Fig. 6. The
outer diameter of the drive coil is 0.67", and the , T I
outer diameter ot each sense coil is 0.19". The

:enters of the diametrically opposed sense coils 3s -. XPERIMENT
ire separated by 0.28". Each sense coil contains -THEORY
54 turns of 434 copper wire, while the drive coil
contains 24 turns. This makes the height of each 30
pickup coil 0.10", and the height of the drive coil
).t5". .\t 500 Kliz the measured input impedance of
'he drive coil resting on an aluminum plate is 2 0

'

').3 - j 17.4.., ind the impedance of the differen- 45

tiallv connected pickup coils is 5.6 + j 39.6, 2 10

values compatible with the source and detector I/
impedances of the NDT-l8. Although the sensor con- A.

Cains two pairs ot pickup coils, permitting the T5 67
* muitltitllnction sensing operations described above,

,nlv one pair ot pickup coils was used at a time
in tie experiments reported here. The aim has been 'o.o erivt the ed,,e angle and position sensing pro- .
.erties ot this new type of sensor. ' 9

:n one experiment, performed with the sensor cen- 'A
terfd over tile edge in Fig. 2, the output of one
pickup 7oil pair was measured as a function ot the 0. 0 06 09 '0 '1 G
in, ular orientation of the pair axis with respect A

to the edge (Fig. 3). In the figure the small Fig. '. Step response as a runction oi
2mrcles represent the sensor and the lines along sensor orientation relative to
tne diameter denote the pair axis. A comparison the edge, at 500 kjjZ.
i, ihown with the theory (black dots) of Fq. (5).

V
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each scan. Starting from the point at which the between theory and experiment outside the main step

line through the centers of the differential pair response are thought to be due to the perturbation of

of pickup coils was aligned with the scan direction the eddy current pattern near the step edge, which is

(designated 0'), the sensor was rotated in steps of not included in the theory.

22.5* through 90* (designated 90"). Experimental
results are shown in Fig. 9. As expected, the maxi- For another experiment, three slots of different

mum step response is obtained at 0', and the response depths were milled into an aluminum plate. These

decreases as the sensor is rotated toward 90'. Com- slots were placed side by side, I" apart and were all

parisons with theory are shown for various rotation 0.125" wide and 1.5" long. Figure 10 shows the
angles. Since the NDT-18 is an uncalibrated instru- results of scanning across these slots with the five-

ment, the theoretical and experimental data were coil sensor (only one pickup coil pair active). The
matched at the maximum of the 0* scan. With this perspective plot of the results obtained by scanning

single point calibration, the shapes of the theo- across the 0.250"-deep slot shows a typical differ-

retical and experimental step responses are seen to ential response in the X-direction and a typical

agree well, and the peak amplitudes at other angles absolute response in the Y-direction. This is be-
are in excellent agreement. The minor differences cause the K-response is determined by the geometry

of the pickup coil pair, while the f-response is

determined by the geometry of the drive coil. The
I5&-n LONG line scan through the midpoints of these slots
0 125-,n WIF
0250- DEEP illustrates both the transverse resolution and the

depth resolution of this sensor. The transverse

resolution appears to be about :0.125", and the depth
Presolution deteriorates rapidly for depths greater

than 0.125". These numbers are consistent with the
it' I; It dimensions of the sensor and can be improved by re-

q..14Q*U''lIjMJII"\ducing its size.

Ii.!jj .\Figure ii shows data taken by raster scanning a

qyg jl' ,rt"/i " Nortech SPO-2065 ferrite nondestructive evaluation

'7L'.P'fr- YNprobe of reflection type over a curved step. The
"- I Q/, o drive coil in this probe has an outer diameter of

- ' ',-~ ,about 0.1". The pickup coil pair consists of two
small D-shaped coils located side by side within the

SCAN

!UOM~l~lNALSCAN
OF ONE SLOT

337S-,, DEEP DE
3 0 0 2SO-.. DEEP\. ALUM INUM .

2 0'125" DEEP 'SCANNED PORTION Of SAMPLE

220

I ._-j

)5 2 0 2 5 30 15 4 0 f
LINE SCAN THROuGm MIDPOINTS

O P THREE SLOTS

. 1. Xe-ponse At an NDE three-coil b) (C)
%rrlte-cure reflection probe to

% i rmallow :urved edge. Parallel
..4 )rientation has the coil pair Fig I. lot response at the i.e-

1xis parallel to the scan reflection sensor at 500 kHZ.
j lirection and perpendicular

"4 rentation has it perpendicular () tcanned Portion of Sample

o tne ican direction. (5h Pirallel Polarization
(c) ?erpendicular Polarization

"t "4 " " $ p" * " % % % .%%.%. . .. . . . . .. . .%. . .. . " .. . .. ... . -..
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inner diameter of the drive coil. Based on the di- REFERENCES
mensions of these pickup coils, a spatial resolu-
tion of about 0.040" is expected. A reflection [1] F. Muennemann, B.A. Auld, C.M. Fortunko, and
sensor (or probe) in which the drive and pickup S.A. Padget, "Inversion of eddy ,urrent iiz-
coils are essentially coplanar is linearly polarized; nals in a nonuniform probe field," .n
that is, the step response is maximum when the scan Review of Progress in :uantitat"ve Noncestruc-
direction is perpendicular to the edge of the step tive Evaluation, 2, D.O. Thompson and i.E.
and aligned with a line that passes through the Chimenti, eds. . Plenum, :New York and Loncon,
centers of the pickup coils (parallel polarization), 1983), pp. 1501-i523.
and it will be minimum when the sensor is rotated
by 9

0
" (perpendicular polarization). The response [21 J.R. Martinez and A.J. Banr, "Statistical

of the Nortech reflection probe to the curved edge detection model for eddy -urrent systems,'
illustrates this polarization-dependent behavior, in Review of Progress :n ,uantit-tve :on-
:he important implication of this characteristic is destructive Evaluation 3, D.i. Thompson and
that, by combining data sets from both polarizations, D.E. Ghimenti eds., ,?lenum, New :'Dr. and
the direction of an edge with respect to the scan London, 1984,, co. .9-31,.
direction can be determined. Thus, for example, by

:eeing this intormation back to a scan controller, [3] B.A. Auld, . Mcetridge, r-. Riaziat, n
:tie robot hand to which the sensor is affixed can be S. Jefferies, "Improved probe-flaw cnterac-
directed to follow an edge. tion modeling, inversion processbng, nd

surface rougnness clutter, in Review D:
CONCLUSION Progress in :uantitative Nondestrict'.'e

Evaluation , D.J. thompson ana D.E. hm-
.his naper has presented a comparion ': .:7:ercental enti, eds., ?lenum. New ork and .ondon.
per:ornance with theory for a novel rive-coi Lnauc- 1985), pp. -'3-)34.

robot sensor. Although only the edge recogni-
t:on and flaw detection functions have been tested 6.A. kuld and S. 'erferies, '[erc-el'pt'cal
experimentallv, :his device is also capable o :law EC interaction and inversion: Theory,'
imultaneous multifunction sensing (proximity, tac- presented at Review of Progress n uanti4a-

* t~le. material properties diagnosis, law locaontveonerui'e auation, vieimouc

* and :law sizing). For the simple absolute type of 'irginia, .une - 5
*" inductive sensor (Fig. l(a)) there exists a well-

developed set of algorithms for flaw signal diagno- 51 j.M. Prince and B.A. Auld, "Deveiopnent ci
is, based on the concept of the flaw profile. active :erromacnetic resonance signal probes

.his ,oncept is illustrated in Fig. 10 for the and associated signal processing netnoos,
rerlection ty'pe of sensor, where the flaw prorile Ln Review of Prozress In )'uantltative ':on-

!neasured along the crests of the signal printout. iestructive Evaluation, D, D). Thorpson and
An anal,.sis has been performed of reflection sensor- D.E. 'himenti, eds.. Plenum, N;ew York and
flaw Interactions, and software is being prepared London, 984. pp. 1369-176.

to implement a flaw sizing procedure for retlec-
-ion sensors. inductive sensors, in general, nave 6] B.A. Auld, 2. Kenney and T. Lookabaugh,
a number of advantages over other categories ot "Electromagnetic sensor arrays--Theoretical
sensors (vision, photoelectric, acoustic, and studies," presented at Review of Progress tn
capacitive). For example, unlike the other sensors uantitative2 Nondestructive Evaluation,
nentioned, they are not disturbed by jets of -ool- 'Williamsburg, Virginia, June 23-28, 1985.
ing fluid in automated machining operations. This
:eature, coupled with an edge tracking capability, [71 A.J. Bahr, "Electromagnetic sensor arrays--

* -aKe tne sensor described in this paper an attrac- Experimental studies," presented at Review
tlve candidate for automated deburring operations, of Progress in Quantitative Nondestructive
'ther fabrication technologies are under active Evaluation, 'Williamsburg, Virginia, June
-onsideration for constructing inductive sensors 23-28, 1985.
and their capacitive duals, in both individual
element and array configurations. The use ot [8] M. Riaziat and B.A. Auld, "Eddy current

* other technologies will be very important in real- probe design and matched filtering for
*', icing smaller-scale versions of the present sensor, optimum probe design," in Review of Progress

:n order to achieve a practically useful degree of in Ouantitative Nondestructive Evaluation,
ipatLal resolution. 2, 0.0. Thompson and D.E. Chimenti, eds.,

(Plenum, New York and London, 1)83), pp.
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